Required textbooks for Winter 2021 BSW

As an Edmonton-based BSW student you purchase your textbooks from the UAlberta bookstore not the UCalgary bookstore. You can contact the UAlberta bookstore directly at (780) 492-4215 to check if books are in.

SOWK 363 S02  Human Development and Environments  
Judy Shine

SOWK 363 S03  Human Development and Environments  
Jane Slessor

SOWK 383 S01  Social Policy and Social Justice  
Pat Samson

SOWK 393 S04  Practice and Evaluation with Families  
Kealey Dube

SOWK 395 S04  Practice and Evaluation with Groups  
Deena Seward

SOWK 397 S04  Practice and Evaluation with Communities  
Suzanne Traince-Wright

SOWK 553.15 S02  Mental Health  
Heather Boynton

SOWK 553.54 S02  SW & LGBTQ  
Val Gervais
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